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Many telecom, oil and gas concerns, hydro-electric 
collaboratives, software & artificial intelligence 
developers, and entrepreneurs are innovating their strategies to 
raise capital or assets for their business, projects and funds.

Some seeking capital will tap into portals that list many “investment 
opportunities” with the mindset that they can aggregate  
opportunities, assuming that the right investors will find the right 

deals. SPFG believes listing your deal primarily benefits the portal, 
not you as the issuer. They capture your investors for their future 
use and bring few new interested and appropriate investors to you.

SPFG directly targets the precise investor segment desired: 
institutions, qualified, accredited high net worth investors or the 
mass affluent without the noise associated with the dozens of 
deals listed on portals or the numerous, simultaneous offerings 
promoted by money raisers.

SPFG leverages a simple formula, bring the investor the project 

and client that will fill their industry portfolio criteria. This creates 

a win-win situation every time. The investor gets who they want 

and the business owners get what they need. 

WE RAISE CAPITAL for 

Businesses

As one of our 5G Technology client's now thoroughly understands, SPFG’s decision to target investors within their 
specialty who are accredited investors, brought them a “ three- fer” : optimizing their efforts, bringing them both 
investors and clients, as well as some who became both. We have already found this strategy successful in many 
sectors including: telecommunications, real estate, entertainment, software, AI and alternative energy.
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WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

Private 
Placements

Trusts

Institutions

Qualified
Investors

Wealth
Families

We Prepare you to get in front of Investors

Investor Business Plan
▲New Innovative Market Opportunities
▲Why your solution is 10 times better
▲Proof that you can sell and deliver
▲Go-to-market plan
▲Team Scalability

Multiple Pitch Decks
▲Teaser Pitch
▲1-Page Biz Plan Pitch
▲Initial & Online Presentation Pitch 10-20-30
▲17-Slide Invited Back Pitch

Financials and Projections
▲Substantive, Viable, Must Create Demand
▲Multiple Income Streams
▲Contingency Plans
▲Exit Strategies
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